Mass coefficients of a noncommutative momentum for final spin polarization are presented, as an extension of initial case, in terms of polar and azimuthal angles in laboratory frame. The scattering angle dependence of weak mixing angle is investigated with a connection of Lorentz symmetry breaking function at mass poles. We proved that to use a relation of weak mixing angle and symmetry breaking function is acceptable in the noncommutative momentum by checking local gauge transformation law. We emphasize that the calculated weak mixing angle does not represent experimental data yet but reflect variations at mass poles, 20% in high energy limit, for polar angle change [0, π/2], of right-handed final spin, as a specific example. *
I. INTRODUCTION
Throughout recent analysis on Lorentz invariance of a noncommutative momentum, a connection between Lorentz symmetry breaking function and weak mixing angle was realized by mass poles concept in the transformation matrix of noncommutative mass coefficients [1] .
The calculated values of weak mixing angle are not the measured one yet since the theory does not include any collision process yet. However spread of the calculated values is quite closer to the measured data [2] [3] [4] and fitting of MSSM [5, 6] than the previous calculation [7] . A notable point is that weak mixing angles at mass poles are dependent on initial spin polarization within a restricted range at the each component level of mass coefficients. The result may imply a possible connection to explain the small variations of weak mixing angle in various experiments.
As a next step of initial spin, we investigate the final spin polarization effect on the weak mixing angle. We first demonstrate, in section 2, that to use the relation of weak mixing angle and a symmetry breaking function is acceptable to the normalized noncommutative momentum by checking local gauge transformation law of Yang-Mills theory. Related Dirac equation is preserved to be solved carefully. In section 3, we provide a matrix form of general mass transformation rule to see easily the mass poles. Finally, in section 4, with the final spin described to the angles in laboratory frame, the scattering angle dependence of weak mixing angle is investigated for final longitudinal polarization case.
II. LOCAL GAUGE TRANSFORMATION
In the unnormalized noncommutative momentum, weak mixing angle and the isospin velocity, ǫ, is connected by analogy from the coupling constants in covariant derivative [7] .
The question is how to justify using the same relation in normalized noncommutative momentum. Since the proof requires to find the transformation law of local gauge field, we follow the established process of Yang-Mills theory by noting that the noncommutativity in our theory is restricted to point mass by through mass 4-vector, m µ ∓ , in spin coordinate, (ŝ β ,ŝ θ ,ŝ ϕ ). Hence locality of this noncommutative momentum is recognized as two variable dependence, the ordinary space-time x µ with its derivative ∂ µ x for external motion and the spin s µ with its derivative ∂ µ s for internal motion. We start with the normalized noncommutative conjugated momentum [8] .
We follow the antisymmetric case with ′ notation in mass 4-vector for convenience. The symmetric case, +, will be specified when necessary such as
with the second rank tensor momentum,
√ m ∓ · m ∓ , and the gauge field, A αµ = (A µ , A µ ). The isovelocity 4-vector is just another notation of spin polarization 4-vector, u µ = s µ . We note that the charge 4-vector, q ν , needs to be specified in future investigation. The additional weight in metric g µν R is not necessary but convenient to separate the mass normalization to momentum P αµ . It has no effect on the result. By noting the relation to Dirac gamma matrix
and with the differential form of momentum,
, the state function of the noncommutative linear motion can be specified with internal boost ǫ = ǫτ .
Since the variables are separated, the wave function can be also separated into ψ α (x, s) = ψ(x)χ α (s) so that two equations describe the external linear motion and the internal linear motion, respectively.
Therefore, for the external motion, what we need to do is simply substituting the Dirac gamma matrix such as
with two states ψ ∓ . For the internal motion, we need to solve the isospin related equation with invariant mass 4-vector, m α = (m 0 , m), which leaves for next investigation to the purpose of this paper. The internal boosted spin differential operator, ∂ α s (ǫ), is given by [7] 
The corresponding covariant derivative can be expressed in a concise form
with
The internal boost of gauge field are
The first term is supposed to follow the ordinary Yang-Mills local gauge transformation. The second term is a new feature which reflects the isovector field transformation in local spin space. The local gauge transformation law may be extracted from the same relation
for given ψ ′α = Gψ α and G = exp i
With simple calculation the field follows transformation rule
More specifically, we write
Then the desired transformation law for isoscalar part, α = 0, reads
The author appreciates to see the concise result from Yang-Mills theory. We leave the transformation of isovector part due to some technical subtleties. From the transformation law of isoscalar part, we identify two coupling constants.
Therefore the weak mixing angle for the normalized noncommutative momentum has same structure to those of unnormalized noncommutative momentum.
Since it is convenient to express the equation in terms of symmetry breaking function at mass poles, few more steps follow. The Lorentz symmetry breaking function, f (ǫ), comes from invariance relation
with specified form
where
, +∞]. The mass poles can be found in denominators of mass transformation matrix which will follow
Since ǫ can be expressed in terms of mass pole value, f = f pole ,
the desired form of weak mixing angle with mass pole values of symmetry breaking function becomes
We note that the weak mixing angle at mass poles has a limit by the limit of symmetry breaking function f . , +∞]
III. NONCOMMUTATIVE MASS POLES
We do more calculations on the mass transformation [1] to see mass poles efficiently. The original mass 4-vector, m ′ν , and invariant mass 4-vector, m ν , follow a transformation rule
From the known relations,
each components of transformation matrix becomes
or in terms of mass coefficients,
We can see that mass poles are originated from the divergence in the denominators. Main focus is naturally on the pole contributions in the denominators. The explicit form of each terms is given by
For the purpose to investigate the angular dependence of weak mixing angle, the only two cases, A 00 and E 2 1 , which contain O(f ) and O(f 2 ) respectively, will be considered.
However, in the limits, β → 0, 1, the other poles can be found by direct calculation of mass coefficients, A µν . Since all ingredients toward calculation of weak mixing angle are ready, we apply this process to final spin polarization to find scattering angle dependence of weak mixing angle.
IV. FINAL SPIN DEPENDENCE
In laboratory frame, the polar angle of outgoing particle is described as cos θ =β ·β ′ for given incoming momentum directionβ. The direction of azimuthal angle ϕ is same as the one of solid angle for detector position in clockwise when viewed from detector position to incoming particle at θ = 0. The detector configuration is actually same as the longitudinal precession of initial spin, if final spin is longitudinal, by substituting n = unit vector of detector direction at θ = 0 andr = outgoing directionβ ′ [1] . Therefore we use the same formula of longitudinal precession with neglecting the angular velocity ω = 0, the rotating velocity of detector in this case.
The direction of final momentum is given bŷ
whereβ ⊥ represents a transverse component. We consider only the longitudinal polarization of outgoing particle such asŝ .
satisfying the orthogonality conditionŝ
For the scattering angle θ = 0, pure longitudinal contribution of outgoing particle is obtained and for θ = π/2, pure transverse contribution. Mass coefficients from invariant relation of a noncommutative momentum can be written as
where N = −1 for antisymmetric noncommutative momentum, and N = 3 for symmetric noncommutative momentum. The mass pole for T 00 can be extracted from A 00 = 0.
The scattering angle dependence of the mass pole value naturally imported to the angle dependence of weak mixing angle through the equation (21). In the high energy limit, β → 1, we find sin 2 θ W = 0.200 000 , at f = 0 (35)
In the low energy limit, β = 0, we find, for antisymmetric momentum N = −1,
and for symmetric momentum N = 3,
The angular dependence of weak mixing angle is given by, for longitudinal contribution θ = 0 and ϕ = 0,
and for θ = 0 and ϕ = π/2,
For the transverse polarization, θ = π/2 and ϕ = 0,
and for θ = π/2 and ϕ = π/2,
The maximum change from θ = ϕ = 0 to θ = ϕ = π/2 turns out 2.546% in the low energy limit. The next pole contribution, E , has much more complicated structure since it requires to solve the second order equation for f .
with the coefficients
Since the scattering angle dependence is evident, we consider only high energy limit, β → 1,
For right-handed spin of outgoing longitudinal particle, ǫ s = +1, we find for longitudinal contribution, θ = 0,
and for transverse contribution, θ = π/2,
For left-handed spin of outgoing longitudinal particle, ǫ s = −1, we find, for longitudinal contribution, θ = 0, that no pole exists, and for transverse contribution, θ = π/2,
which is same as for right-handed final spin. The maximum change is therefore 20% in the high energy limit. It should be noted that the value is not a measured one but a contribution of each components of mass 4-vector. Full description apparently requires the exact analysis for each collision processes with numerical computations. Briefly, we have demonstrated that weak mixing angle at mass poles has been changed with the scattering angles. A natural question is how to find the total contribution from each mass poles with the undetermined invariant mass 4-vector. So far we just have one basic definition, m 2 0 = m 02 − m 2 . We hope that more relations should exist if nature permits us to look inside of the additional spin structure through the spin differential operator, ∇ s .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We would like to conclude that the weak mixing angle at each noncommutative mass poles varies with given energy, detection angles within relevant limit on each changes. We realized that the calculated values does not represent the measured value yet but reflect its variation at components level, the mass poles. Toward description of collision process, we prove that the theory is within the framework of local gauge field theory by checking the transformation law. The meaning of locality in this noncommutative momentum concept is recognized as local change in spin coordinate by the differential operator, ∇ s , and with the spin state function, χ(s).
